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cricoid caitilage to the arytenoid; it is a portion of ihe tus, an anomalous bundle of fibers exteni.ling
from the arytenoid cartilage to the suiiraarylenoid cartilage of
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he may construct by adjusting all according to Nature's plans and specifications. Nature makes
machinery that can produce
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origin and found that eleven were due to food of vegetable origin as against seven of animal origin 2.
For some of these outbreaks the evidence of
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tbb striduious sound. For ixtsuncc, after the pacicnt hat til down to a meal, and cakcn a fcvr
moothfuU, ii will invariably
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tremens or drunkenness comprise but a small portion of those who go down to their graves from this
cause, for it is a fact well
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after operations on the tonsils (tonsillotomy or enucleation) certain forms of infection are apt to arise.
He distinguishes three types :
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Carbohydrates are compounds that are important cottstituenta of food. They ar« made up of carbon,
h}-drogcQ. and oxj'gen; ibt
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of three broad topics: individual health (current health issues such as obesity and tobacco use),
access to health care (uninanafranil 100mg
contains the sexual centers. Recently, in cases of dysmenorrhea, amenorrhea, dysmenorrhagia, and
like sexual disorders, massage or gentle flagellation of the
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enema in cholera and subcutaneously in 0.5'% solution in sterilized olive oil in tuberculosis. . A.
Sulfocar- nausea when inhaled. Syn., Artificial oil of iimstard;
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in a fever; but the pulse was only 70, the skin cool, the countenance apparently unchanged : it was,
however, easy to perceive, from the peculiar feel of the pulse,
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gruel of it by making a thin paste, and pouring into boiling milk and water, and flavor with salt. This is
good for teething children.
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until the middle of April. The leg is improving somewhat, and he can walk a few rods at a time." In an
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There are three sessions yearly, and the average number of students has been about twenty-four.
But the School hasnot confined itself to teaching.
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„Kekules Satz der Kohlenstoffquadrivalenz, unter Beifügung der Annahme, an Wesen und Wert
wiedergeboren. Ist doch die stereochemische Isomeric
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spasmodically erect a few monuments, grudgingly contributing our money and generally discharging
this debt in a most perfunctory manner.
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dankcnticfen Vortrages, unter ihnen auch Keferent, gewannen sofort den Ein- druck, dass es sich
hier um eine Manifestation von geradezu epochemachender
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